
Essay on Stamp Collecting
Introduction: stamp-collecting is the act of collecting postage
stamps as curiosities. It is a favorite hobby with many.

Two-fold considerations: stamp-collecting involves mainly two-fold
considerations. Some take to it as an n interesting pastime. They
collect stamps of various denominations and of various countries only
to drive pleasure from them. They collect stamps, old and new, both
local and foreign and put them in albums. They allot a page to each
country and try to ascertain and put the dates bellow the stamps as
accurately as possible.

Educative value: stamp-collecting is of great educative value. Stamps
are issued generally on occasion of great national importance or in
commemoration of great historic events. Thus they have great
historical value and significance. They also contain pictures of
various things, events, rare animals and beautiful sights which are
not only interesting but also of both historical and geographical
value. As one Goes on collecting stamps, one comes in direct touch
with historical, and geographical of many countries of the world.
Thus stamp-collecting is both interesting and instructive.

Commercial value: the other aspect of stamp-collecting lies in its
commercial value. Some take it as a profession. They collect stamps
and out of their collection sell the rare ones at a very high price.
Thus they earn a lot buy stamp-collecting. There are instances when
rare stamps are sold as invaluable curiosities for fabulous sums of
money.

Philatelic society: Those who are interested in collecting stamps
become members of the philatelic society. This society has its
organization all over the world. It helps the stamp-collectors in
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procuring rare stamps of different countries of the world. Some
collectors collect stamps on their own initiative also. A collector
of stamps also can acquaint the foreigners with his own country,
culture and way of life by sending selected collection of stamps to
foreign countries.

Conclusion: Stamp-collecting is an interesting hobby. It also pays
handsomely by bringing in sufficient money. Thus to a votary, Stamp-
collecting is a source of pleasure and wealth.


